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Mulan and Kongfu Panda are two American cartoon movies featuring Chinese 
origin. In these two movies, lots of Chinese elements are introduced in order to create 
an authentic Chinese style. Unfortunately, neither the outgoing Mulan nor the fat lazy 
Kongfu Panda captures the real image of China. Moreover, both movies attempt to 
depict China in a comical and alien way. As a result, be it the funny Muxu in Mulan or 
Panda Abo in Kongfu Panda, they images only appear to be absurd in the eyes of 
Chinese audience 
In this context, this paper carries out an in-depth discussion on the purposes of 
film makers in making these two movies and the methods they adopted to achieve 
these purposes. As American animated companies tried to interpret Mulan in their 
own way and combine two typical Chinese elements, pandas and Kongfu together, 
some questions arise. What lies behind these two movies? Is it Chinese culture or 
American fantasy that they are trying to promote? The author believes that by creating 
western version of Chinese images, the West is trying to alienate Chinese culture and 
establish its own culture identity by making comparison between western and Chinese 
culture. 
For a long time, western fantasies about China are contradicted pictures of either 
a Shangri-La or a hell on earth. The West tends to establish its own identity by using 
these either good or bad images of China as a contrast to itself. Considering the West 
and China as opposite to each other, the West usually regarded Chinese culture as an 
“outsider” and the opposite extreme of their culture, to be specific, a rather absurd one. 
Making the Chinese characters funny not only identify with this mentality but also 
justify the superiority of western culture. 
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